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1_Introductions



2_Overview of McGill and Partners



Our focus

Complex 
Property and 
Casualty

_ Property
_ Casualty
_ Construction
_ Environmental
_ Crisis 

Management

Marine and 
Cargo

_ Marine Hull
_ Hull Liability
_ Cargo
_ Fine Art and 

Specie

Renewables, 
Power and 
Energy

_ Renewables
_ Power
_ Energy

Aviation and 
Aerospace

_ Airline
_ Aerospace
_ General 

Aviation
_ Leasing

Financial 
Lines and 
Special Risks

_ Directors & 
Officers

_ Mergers & 
Acquisitions

_ Cyber
_ Professional 

Indemnity

Structured 
Solutions

_ Portfolio 
Solutions

_ Parametric 
Solutions

_ Alternative Risk 
Transfer

Reinsurance

_ Treaty 
Reinsurance

_ Facultative 
Reinsurance

_ Retrocessional
_ Industry Loss 

Warranty
_ Insurance 

Linked 
Securities

Larger clients and/or clients with complex and/or challenging needs

Razor sharp, focused delivery from a highly motivated team
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Year-end 2019 Year-end 2020 Year-end 2021 H1 2022

Talent 122 colleagues 251 colleagues 383 colleagues 428 colleagues 

Global 
presence London London, New York, 

Miami, Dublin
London, New York, 

Miami, Dublin, Bermuda

London, New York, 
Miami, Dublin, Bermuda, 

Sydney

Revenue $7.5m $60m $123m 73% growth in H1

Clients 47 201 373 475+

Flagship 
accounts 6 43 78 105

Our significant progress to date
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Strong track record
We have won many significant appointments for large corporate clients including: 

60+
Flagship accounts
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3_The Macro View



At a macro level large losses have exacerbated the pressure from 
global economic headwinds

Treaty Reinsurance 

The reduced supply is now meeting a material increase in demand. Primarily the 
increased demand reflects the impact of inflation on property values.

Sources estimate that inflation in property portfolios will necessitate cedants buying 10% 
- 20% more vertical limit merely to provide themselves with comparable protection.

Treaty Reinsurance Season at 1st Jan: Expect Property Cat renewals to increase 20%+

Investor view: “Take demand up by 20% and supply down by 20% and 
I think prices are going up.”

Munich Re CEO November 2022: “Available capacity may not meet 
the growing demand”

Large Losses: 

_ Hurricane Ian 28th Sept: $40 - $60bn 

_ Chile risk losses $600m - $750m

_ African Tailings Dam losses November 
2022

_ AERCAP $3.5bn

Lloyd’s CFO and COO Burkhard Keese
has hailed current underwriting 
conditions as the best “we have ever 
seen” 
The Insurer 9th November 2022

PartnerRe falls to $100mn non-life UW loss 
in Q3 after registering $300mn in Ian 
claims

Macro-Level: Treaty Reinsurance
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4_Specialty Focus



Aviation
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_ IATA forecast passenger numbers reaching 
83 per cent of the pre-pandemic levels in 
2022 

_ Aircraft deliveries are expected to increase 
further in 2022 which is a reflection of how 
the industry is viewing the recovery and 
traffic over coming years

_ Over 500 aircraft remain in Russia, the 
largest of the Lessors, Aercap has submitted 
a $3.5bn claim to their contingent All -Risk 
Insurers.

_ Boeing B737Max accidents: growing 
reserves?

_ The general sentiment we are feeling is towards an 
extremely difficult 2023/24 period. We favour 
hedging participations on policies, placing some 
participations on a one year basis and some on a 
two year basis to smooth out some of the 
uncertain volatility we may witness in a market so 
reliant on reinsurance renewals.

_ There is the prospect of structural changes 
within the Aviation Reinsurance market for 
existing placements. This could result in the 
potential removal of unlimited sideways 
cover of $1bl up to as high as $2.25bl on the 
largest operators’ program



Political Violence
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Over the last 6 months the Political Violence market 
has seen a major hardening of rates, recently driven 
by losses from Ukraine

Other major SRCC loss events 

• Chile riots 2019

• Black Lives Matter protests 2020

• South Africa riots 2021

Most of the losses have ultimately been paid by 
reinsurers but underwriters are under pressure to 
exercise greater underwriting discipline by increasing 
rates, reducing exposure and heavily limiting or 
excluding broader coverages such as contingent 
business interruption. 

We have already seen an impact on available capacity, 
with WRB exiting the class because of reinsurance 
costs in April. 

Upward pressure on rates +/- 15% in Q4 2022

The expectation is that this trend continues through 
2023, following treaty renewals and the anticipated 
reduction in capacity and recalibration of market 
appetite. 



Marine
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The Cargo market was hit hard in Lloyd’s 2018/2019 
‘decile 10 process’.

Some Insurers exited the class completely, which left 
the remainder needing to assess and reshape their 
portfolio of business. 

The rating environment has already changed 
markedly through 2022 but Insurers do have 
discipline. 

Outlook: 

• Slow-down in rate rises and in certain 
circumstance rate reductions.

• Flat renewals are achievable or with modest 2.5% -
5% inflation driven rises 

• Insurers are now again looking to grow their 
accounts. 

Whilst we continue to challenge the market and look 
for innovative ways to achieve rate relief it is clear 
that the market is in a much better place than it has 
been over the last 3-4 years. Carriers are content 
with the portfolio of business they now have, and 
most are looking to grow their accounts through new 
business.

Now we expect to be approaching markets for 
options around higher retentions and other 
deductible options in order to achieve premium relief. 



Property & Casualty
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_ Property:
_ Inflation Focus
_ Combined impact of Risk and Nat Cat Losses
_ Rating stable at programme level
_ Commodity Price Volatility concerns

_ Liability:
_ Market stabilisation after 3 years of correction
_ Rates now adjusting by 5% to 10% not 100%
_ Claim inflation key concern 
_ Capacity static but some increase in 

individual market participation



Directors & Officers: Market conditions
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D&O Market Conditions 2020

Capacity Coverage Claims Premiums
& Retentions

• Overall global ‘technical’ capacity 
remains > $1.2BN; however in ‘real 
terms’ is significantly lower

• Witnessing return to increased capacity 
deployment by individual insurers as a 
result of pressure to meet premium 
budgets set during hard market

• Insurers newly created during 2021 now 
having direct impact on market as they 
develop greater appetite in secondary 
underwriting years

• Average ‘per risk’ capacity for US listed 
companies has increased from $5m-10m 
to $10m-20m, although some ventilation 
may be required

• Limited additional capacity becoming 
available under ‘ESG’ initiatives for 
companies exhibiting strong credentials

• Insurers increasingly prepared to 
negotiate coverage, although general 
market standard remains high

• Risk specific conditions waning subject 
to quality information being provided 
(e.g. tailings dam coverage) however 
heavy focus on sanctions language 
following Ukraine conflict

• 2017-20 witnessed the highest levels of 
US class actions since 2001 with close to 
400 filings on average, however this level 
dropped significantly in 2021/22

• Global bribery and corruption 
prosecutions increasing

• ‘Event driven’ litigation continues to be a 
feature:

• Climate
• COVID-19 
• Opioid Crisis 
• Cannabis
• Cyber/ Data Breach

• Premiums flat to minus 30% depending 
upon historic pricing and risk profile

• Traditionally more challenging sectors –
notably technology, healthcare & life 
sciences – showing less rate flexibility

• Retentions largely stable following 
increases during hard market

• Expect rates to continue downwards 
during 2022 but impact of 
macroeconomic conditions including 
inflation could change this
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Capacity Pricing Claims Coverage

Increasing
2021 Q4 rate increases of circa 
75-100%. This trend has 
started to stabilize with 
insureds in Q3 2022 seeing flat 
to 15% increases where risk 
posture is in line with market 
expectations.

Our view is that there is more 
premium sensitivity to the 
level of an insured’s maturity, 
controls and procedures than 
in previous years.

Multiplying
Ransomware claims continue to 
rise dramatically with some 
insurers citing over 150% 
increase in 2021.

This has meant more focus on 
risk selection, greater 
underwriting scrutiny and 
reductions in coverage by the 
market. One of our priorities 
will be to help Terex clearly 
articulate itself to the market.

Shifting
Increasing focus on the protection 
of confidential data and more 
recently, the security of network 
systems is underscored by steady 
regulatory enforcement and civil 
suits.  

Understanding the regulatory 
frameworks that impact cyber 
exposures for a company is key to 
scoping the appropriate regulatory 
coverage within your cyber policies.

Compressing
Increasing claims frequency, 
predominantly ransomware cyber 
losses, as well as a number of 
large market losses (i.e. Solar 
Winds, Marriott) have caused a 
check on capacity, with some 
carriers looking to consolidate 
overall line size.

However, we still consider there 
to be ample available capacity to 
construct an appropriate cyber 
programmes. We also work 
closely with our reinsurance team 
to ensure the most efficient use 
of capacity whilst also helping to 
ease any capacity concerns.

Cautiously Progressing
Recent coverage innovations 
have focussed more on heavy 
industry and manufacturing 
where primary cyber risk is not 
well addressed in traditional 
cyber policies, namely property 
damage.

Well-presented risks with 
superior controls are still 
benefitting from broad 
coverage.

Regulatory

The last 12-18 months have been a tumultuous period for the cyber insurance market in what has been a period of “correction” for a number of insurers. This means that you need to be prepared, 
creative and willing to face greater underwriting scrutiny.

Current cyber insurance market conditions
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5_Take-aways



There are headwinds, but don’t believe all the rhetoric

• Treaty renewals will impact capacity and pricing in 2023

• Mixed Q3 results as some insurers report growth

• The market still functions and can be outperformed

• Corrective measures largely complete in Marine, D&O 
and Casualty 

• Political Violence, Cyber and Aviation remain 
challenging classes of Insurance

• Market conditions not be truly hard but they might be 
persistent

How to tackle 2023?

_ Be early to the market

_ Be flexible on structure and 
retentions

_ Be thorough in your marketing

Conclusions:
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McGill and Partners is a registered trading name of McGill and Partners Ltd, MGP McGill and Partners Ireland Ltd and McGill Global Risk Solutions LLC. McGill and Partners Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
under firm reference number 927379.  MGP McGill and Partners Ireland Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland under reference number C433022.  McGill Global Risk Solutions LLC is a Delaware limited liability company conducting 
(re)insurance intermediary services in the US.

This document is for the benefit of clients and prospective clients of McGill and Partners only. It is intended to highlight general issues and benefits relating to its subject matter and does not take into account the individual circumstances or 
requirements of individual recipients. It does not constitute legal advice and should not be relied upon as such. Specific advice about your particular circumstances should always be sought separately before taking any action based on this 
publication.

ver_Apr_2022

mcgillpartners.com LinkedIn
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Twitter YouTube

Contact:
harry.floyd@mcgillpartners.com
+44(0)203 9851 893

http://www.mcgillpartners.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mcgillandpartners/
https://twitter.com/mcgill_partners
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbPDWK18r95NgaE-X_fJ-jQ
mailto:harry.floyd@mcgillpartners.com
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